Supplementary Figure 3 | Alternative view of TmoE-T4moC
Interface. Binding site formed around T4moC residue W13 (sand cartoon and sticks) from TmoE residues E/10-21 (green surface and sticks). In addition to the interaction between C/W13 and E/R10, salt-bridges are formed between T4moC/D10 and T4moC/D96 with TmoE/R19, T4moC/E16 and TmoE/R10, T4moC/E34 and TmoE/K20, and T4moC/E58 and TmoE/K21. An orthogonal view of this interface is given in Fig. 3 .
Supplementary Figure 4 |
Overlay of TmoE residues 8-22. Residues in this loop adopt different conformations due to crystal packing or protein-partner binding. In T4moH (marine), the residues adopts positions based on intereactions with an adjacent dimer in the crystal lattice. When T4moC binds (green), they adopt a second configuration to accommodate T4moC W13 ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). A third orientation is seen as a result of minor interactions with T4moD (orange). The most striking differences are for TmoE residues R10, R19, and K20. Each are involved in specific binding contacts with T4moC.
Supplementary Figure 5 | Stereo image of electron transfer region of T4moHC with 2Fo-Fc density maps.
Electron density is shown for the residues and cofactors involved in the ET interface (blue 1.0 carve 1.75). The maps were generated in phenix and images were generated by isomesh in pymol. Density for a PEG ligand (cyan), a frequently observed feature in T4moH structures, is also shown.
Supplementary Figure 6 | Stereo images of T4moH active sites in the T4moHC complexes. a, active site of 41PC. With the exception of mobile ligand E231 (grey sticks), diiron ligands are shown as blue lines. E231 has a bidentate coordination to Fe2 that is distinct from monodentate coordination in the diferric states, and µ-carboxylato bidentate coordination in diferrous T4moH and T4moHD. A bridging PEG molecule is shown in cyan. N202 and Q228 are also shifted in the 4P1C complex, and a new hydrogen bonded network of water molecules includes HOH775, HOH773 and HOH702. b, active site of 41PB. An acetate molecule in a trans position relative to bridging E134, while E104 was observed in two monodentate configurations, with hydrogen bonding to either bound acetate (orange), or an adjacent active site HOH966. 
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